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SERIAL CATALOGING REVISITED
A LONG SEARCH FOR A LITTLE THEORY
AND A LOT OF COOPERATION
THE CHARGE AND THE APPROACH
The charge to each person preparing a paper for this conference was
that he approach current trends and problems and suggest possible solutions
to the problems for the specific area of serials that he was to cover. This
sounds deceptively simple in relation to serial cataloging, for indeed one can
easily identify problems. But it quickly becomes evident that it is increasingly
difficult to maintain a linear, "serial" approach to identifying such problems
because while serial cataloging has problems of its own, it is always still
involved with cataloging in general; with past, present, and future
interpretations of the catalog; and with other bibliographical tools, both in
and out of the local library. Therefore, while the catalog has its own functions
to perform, it cannot escape still carrying on for the other tools should they
fail to provide for local needs. And of course, today both problems and trends
in all phases of librarianship are somewhat uncertainly noted because of the
potential of automation in libraries.
The flood of materials of serial nature has created problems for both
librarians and users of libraries. Surprisingly, the literature in regard to serial
cataloging often seems to neglect the real problems of library users. And
although this author has been both a serial cataloger and a serial user, the
approach in this paper will be more nearly that of the user seeking to identify
some reason for reconsideration of the past and present ways of dealing with
serials which may be pertinent in the future.
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This seems to call for looking at conditions which set the needs of
catalogs; what the catalog is to do; the catalog's attempt to serve as an
inventory and as a retrieval device; ways to enter serials in catalogs as
reflected by catalog codes; and the role of cooperation and standardization as
they affect serial cataloging.
CONDITIONS WHICH SET THE NEEDS FOR CATALOGS: or,
Getting It If You Want It without Labor, without Difficulty,
without Confusion
"A man should keep his little brain attic stocked with all the furniture
that he is likely to use, and the rest he can put away in the lumberroom of
his library, where he can get it if he wants it."
1
This statement is accredited
to Sherlock Holmes and most of us admit that it was a good idea that the
super sleuth had. But does it work as well for all sleuths of lesser orders?
Apparently not, if one is to listen to the laments of Sylvestre Bonnard:
"
'And
why' I asked myself, 'why should I have learned that this precious book
exists if I am never to possess it never even to see it? I would go to seek it in
the burning heart of Africa or in the icy regions of the Pole if I knew it were
there. But I do not know where it is.' "2
What Holmes is after and what Bonnard really wants is the information
or content that one finds in the "books." Slamecka and Taube note that:
Information has been the subject of study of several disciplines; speaking
broadly, philosophy, mathematics, linguistics, and engineering are all
concerned with some of its aspects. The interest of philosophy is the truth,
meaning and interpretation of information; mathematics is concerned with
the "statistical" behavior of information as signals devoid of meaning;
linguistics with its structural configuration; and engineering is interested in
the spatial manipulation of physical symbols which represent information.
Librarianship which handles physical materials in the engineering sense and
their content in the logico-mathematical as well as the engineering and
linguistic sense, must partake of the interests of all.
Possessing the book in the modern library does seem to partake of the
interests of all disciplines mentioned by Slamecka and Taube, for this
possessing requires two primary kinds of access: 1) bibliographic access (i.e.,
knowing of the existence of the work which contains the information) and
2) physical access (i.e., having the physical embodiment of the work available
for use). The first identifies the work as a bibliographical item and the second
relates to the representation of that work in some graphic or readable form.
Our library catalogs, unlike some other indexing tools, have attempted
to serve the needs of both kinds of access. In the last two decades this has
proven to be no small job for a large library. The two often opposing access
needs do not necessarily require the same talent or techniques or means to
make them work. While the cataloging of any type of library material hits
upon some of the problems relating to these dual attempts, it has hit serial
cataloging with some of the most taxing of problems in recent times.
It is probably here, too, that the user and the librarian have the most
common lack of agreement because while the user is concerned with a serial
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publication because of its content and information and often not because of
its serial or physical nature, the librarian seems more occupied with its serial
or physical nature. It is important to note that we as librarians have occupied
our time with one aspect of access while users may have had quite another
idea of the purpose of serial publications in our libraries. Perhaps in our
attempt to meet one need, we may have slighted another.
Before the time of all the
"explosions" which libraries have experienced
in recent history, Verner W. Clapp noted that it was because of the
development of techniques of classification, coding and subject headings that
the librarians had appeared to have some authority in the matters of
bibliography. At that time, almost twenty years ago, Clapp felt that the tools
of library organization had an enormous potential for the rationalization of all
bibilographic work but the problem to be explored was how that potential
might be realized. Our attempt today, as far as exploration into the
ramification of serial cataloging is concerned, is in part to see if we have met
that potential in our library catalogs in the last twenty years.
Rather obviously a library catalog is made to serve some need, a fact
realized long ago by Gabriel Naude' (1600-1653), one of the first to make
librarianship a career and to write on librarianship (Advice on Establishing a
Library). Naude indicated the need for a library to make .some "order and
arrangement" for the books it possessed, "for without it" he realized,
"certainly, our inquiry would be to no purpose and our labor fruitless, since
books are put there for no other reason than to be serviceable as need
arises."
5 He further held that "to sustain the mind it is needful that the
objects and things which it makes use of be so arranged that it may always
and at pleasure distinguish some things from others, and discriminate among
them as it will, without labor, without difficulty, and without confusion."
6
The goal, then, of any type of bibliographical work in a library
(including serial cataloging) seems to me to be summarized by combining
some of the best elements of Holmes and Naude into a phrase such as
"Getting it // you want it without labor, without difficulty, and without
confusion."
While we may concede that our goal remains the same as that stated in
the past, we must also be constantly aware that a library catalog, like other
tools, must respond to the bibliographic conditions and needs of its time. If
we are to study the library catalog today, we have to consider what we expect
it to do today, (even though it may not at present be able to actually perform
all our expectations). This relates rather naturally to the needs of users today.
It relates also to the characteristics of the works we will enter into our
catalogs-as well as to how well other bibliographical tools are carrying out
functions which the catalog may have at one time given up to them. (Other
tools also exhibit changes-we sometimes forget that!)
WHAT THE CATALOG IS TO DO
What, then, is the catalog really to do? What the catalog is to do
depends upon what the library is to do. This can cover a number of different
activities and means to reach the ultimate goal. Recently, Seymour Lubetzky
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stated that although libraries may differ in many respects, each library has in
common three basic functions: "The selection and acquisition of the materials
required by the users, the preparation of catalogs of the materials acquired,
and the provision of assistance in their use.' To perform each of these
functions, Lubetzky maintains that an effective and reliable catalog is a
necessity. The effectiveness of the catalog affects the process of acquisition
because "an ineffective or unreliable catalog will take more time to search and
may lead to costly duplication in purchasing and processing of materials
already in the library."
7
The very process of cataloging also depends on the condition of the
catalog as it exists. "For the catalog, is not, or should not be merely an
aggregation of freely produced entries of individual books and other
items. . . but a systematically designed instrument in which all entries, as
component parts, must be integrated. Thus the catalog, embodying previous
cataloging decisions, is at once both the result as well as an important tool of
cataloging, and an effective catalog is as essential to the process of cataloging
as it is to the process of acquisition" continues Lubetzky. 8
The third function, assistance in the use of the materials and the
catalog, is affected in a more obvious manner by the effectiveness of the
catalog. As Lubetzky says, "The assistance required normally involves the
location of certain books, authors, or sources of information. These questions
are similar in character to those arising in the processes of acquisition and
cataloging, and, the answers sought will similarly be affected by the condition
of the catalog. The more effective the catalog the more intelligible and
responsive it is the more frequently and readily wijl it yield the desired
answers, either directly to the library's users or to the staff assisting them,
thus saving doubly the time of the library's staff and users."
9
We are glad to have this statement from Lubetzky for strangely enough
what the catalog should do its function is not a prime topic in library
literature. Library literature tends to record "how we did it" rather than
"why we did it." Theodore S. Huang recently noted after reviewing the
coverage of articles from 1948-1964 in the major sources of writing in relation
to cataloging (i.e., the Journal of Cataloging and Classification and Library
Resources & Technical Services) that "catalogers tend to write of particular
experiences rather than in a general way."
There are, however, a few encouraging notes that at least some people
are taking a renewed interest in the function of the catalog. We have had the
International Federation of Library Associations' Statement of Principles for
the catalog which came from the International Conference on Cataloguing
Principles held in Paris in October 196 1.
11 While the Statement of Principles
notes the functions for only the author-title catalog, these principles are aimed
primarily toward the large research library and therefore, are very much
related to all of us. They have achieved, in principle, the agreement of the
major countries of the world. However, one might suspect that achieving
international cooperation in theory, while it is no small accomplishment, may
not be as difficult as convincing local librarians of the need for each library to
participate in the accomplishing of the international goals. It is like
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brotherhood or love easy to say when it relates to mankind but difficult to
accomplish when your next door neighbor is involved.
In the study of information science in the past years, attention has been
paid to what the catalog (or any index) should do. That the user is an
important part of the system is recognized not only by P. J. Judge who says
that "the user should be the most important element of the system, setting its
goals, . . . influencing its mechanisms and limiting its possibilities,"
12 but by
others as well. Edwin B. Parker indicates that the system should adapt to the
receiver or user rather than the user to the system. Philip Ennis notes a
compelling need "for a renewed interest in the study of users" because of
"the change in the ways knowledge is created and communicated."
1 * These
are but a few statements from the literature which bring to our attention once
again the need to take a look at the library catalog to note just how we see it
performing its function today.
There has also been a renewed interest in user studies. A potentially
important catalog-user study has recently been conducted at Yale University.
"There is a strong possibility or presumption" notes Ben-Ami Lipetz, "that
the actions of a library user are shaped by the nature of the catalog facility
that is available to him." This statement alone may tell us much, but
Lipetz, who is engaged in working with this study, tells us more. He states
that "a library catalog is intended to make it relatively easy for a library user
to identify and locate desired items in a collection. The catalog is a bridge
between the information which a user brings to the library (in the form of
written notes, or remembered clues) and the information or documents he
hopes to carry away from the library."
To test the ability of the catalog at Yale to perform this function, the
researchers are investigating the nature of the clues, the differences in search
patterns used to explore the catalog with the clues, the accuracy of the clues,
etc. Lipetz hopes that at Yale they "will be able to use data from interviews
and from the retrieved catalog cards, and from the works corresponding to
these catalog cards, to seek means to improve the quality and efficiency of
cataloging rules and catalog structure."
17 These are encouraging signs for the
future perhaps the results will inspire other large libraries to engage in studies
of the same or related problems in their own institutions before beginning
expensive operations to make computerized catalogs (or even manual ones!).
Indeed, the invitation has already been issued by Lipetz: "It would be
prudent to conduct studies similar to ours at a considerable number of large
libraries of different kinds." 17 Some are probably already in existence but as
Lipetz notes again, "I hope that they will not be long in coming. Since the
computers are nearly upon us. With all the effort that has been going into
research and development work on how to computerize catalogs, it would be
nice to have more guidance on how to do it right."
While "advice and guidance on how to do it right" in the past have been
mostly available only on the local basis reporting of "how-we-did-it-and-there-
fore-it-may-not- necessarily-be-how-you-should- do-it-but-we-will-tell-you-anyway
basis," we have been able to conclude from the observations of what has
been so recorded what the past functions of the library catalog seem to
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have been. Shera and Egan summarize it this way: "The functions that at one
time or another have been delegated to the catalog may be divided into two
major categories, those related to inventory and those related to retrieval, or
location, of particular items within the collection."
These seem to be our present functions, too, for if we take a careful
look at the typical work operations assigned to a cataloger in almost any
library situation, we would find that he performs work oriented around
meeting inventory and retrieval functions. For is it not true that when a
cataloger catalogs a publication (of any nature or type) that he performs these
operations?
1 . Chooses an entry to serve as the main entry.
2. Chooses added entries.
3. Constructs headings for main entry and added entries.
4. Provides a description of the physical item.
5. Determines the subject of the publication for subject cataloging.
6. Provides the necessary auxiliary entries such as references, information
cards, etc.
7. Provides an inventory record of the item cataloged. .
8. Prepares for the integration of all entries into an existing catalog.
Only the seventh item presumably relates exclusively to the inventory
function while the rest purport to relate to retrieval functions, but a great
deal of attention to inventory can be intermixed with the retrieval aspects as
well.
No doubt, although the methods and means will surely change,
inventory and retrieval will still be among the functions of the catalog in
the future, for they are steps toward "getting it when you want it without
labor, without difficulty, without confusion."
THE CATALOG'S ATTEMPT TO SERVE AS AN INVENTORY
Man's records began as precious possessions property to be valued by
an individual and held in pride for the next generation. Merely owning them
implied knowing them, and if one knew the contents of his precious
possessions, he had no need to provide an index to them.
Libraries began as book-oriented collections of single documents. There
was little or no need to provide an index to the meager holdings of early
libraries. But when the memory of a human begins to falter or when the size
or complexity of any collection grows beyond human memory, then an index
is created for convenience or necessity. If all one needs to do is to provide an
index to rapidly call to mind the contents of his small collection, then a
simple listing or inventory is all that is necessary, for there is little need in
such situations to provide systematic indexes which show relationships.
Historically speaking, the inventory function by itself did not long serve.
Soon grouping bibliographical belongings into areas by type of bindings, by
content, by subjects, etc., came into being, and the history of indexing in
libraries since then is one of deciding whether the inventory function, or the
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second function, retrieval of an individual item or of the content of that it.em,
is more of a necessity.
The "where they may be found" still implies some kind of inventory
function and our shelflist and other means of recording holdings still pertain
to the desire and need to keep some kind of inventory. But the functions of a
library record-keeping system do not stop with the types of records that
inventories can supply. They go beyond this to the ideas set forth by Pierce
Butler in 1952:
"Bibliography is the systematic process by which civilized
man finds his way about in the world of books that he has created. A catalog
is a bibliography of the books in a particular collection. Accordingly the
practice of cataloging must conform to bibliographical principles. These stem
from two major sources: the characteristics of the book and the characteristics
of the reader." 1
Just as the record system could not stop with the inventory function, so
the self-contained book intended to be read through by the reader and
absorbed as a whole unit could not suffice either.
And so we find, as D. E. Davinson points out that as early as 1700 B.C.
an Official Gazette was published in Egypt. In 60 B.C. Julius Caesar posted a
daily bulletin of government announcements in the Forum in Rome. Ti-Pao, a
daily newspaper or court gazette, began to appear in Peking in 618 AD. and
continued until 1911. (Incidentally, it must have held some sort of world's
record for existing without changing its name for it continued as Ti-Pao until
1664 when it became King-Pa&.) Newsbooks in the sixteenth century and the
Journal des Scavans published in Paris between 1665 and 1792 are among the
other important early steps leading into present-day serial publications.
While serial publications began as disseminators of daily news or
government announcements (to satisfy the need for currency) they became
political, social and literary reviews in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. But the greatest development of the serial came in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries as scientific production in all areas grew, as
publication costs increased, as the need to have information more speedily
came into being, and as scholarly societies multiplied and prospered as
disseminators of their news and information. As Davinson notes: "From about
1880 specialised periodicals began to appear in increasing numbers,
foreshadowing the flood which in the 1960's, far from showing signs of
abating, is becoming larger each year."
1
Today we have serials in boxes and on phonodiscs. Even multi-media
kits are issued in serial form since series are serials. As our complex world
becomes more corporate, it also attempts to serve the individual, and so we
have serials made up for particular localities and regions. We even hear that
some day we may have periodicals made up for individuals from computer
profiles indicating individual needs.
As the individual unit (the book) or contribution became a part of the
multiple or corporate unit of publishing and as a new type of physical
publication brought into being new problems of recordkeeping involving both
inventory and retrieval, libraries once more retreated to mainly the inventory
function and left the retrieval of the individual item to agencies largely
professional or commercial.
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The retreat to the inventory has been a common pattern throughout
library history for whenever new demands and new types of publications or
new libraries develop, we always seem to return to inventory. The Middle
Ages introduced us to large-scale inventory for the ideas of union lists came
from that time although union lists were not fully realized until the twentieth
century. During the twentieth century we have seen the proliferation of
general and specialized union lists. The attention to union lists in this century
has had an effect upon the local catalog as evidence by the advice of Andrew
D. Osborn in his Serial Publications: "All the anticipated serial activity in the
years that lie ahead implies that libraries must review their philosophy of
collecting, processing, servicing, and preserving this perplexing, frustrating, at
times elusive, but increasingly valuable type of publication. In the new
philosophy the visible index and the union list should bulk large, and
correspondingly cataloging should be de-emphasized.
Since Osborn made that statement fifteen years ago, many changes have
appeared in the world and on the library scene. Perhaps some of these things
call for a reconsideration of the library catalog (or whatever we may call it
in the future) in relation to its role for serials.
First, let us see what has happened to the "visible index and the union
list" and how perhaps the very proliferation of such tools has made the
library catalog appeal a more desirable collecting device to make the bridge to
the individual item when other tools are less than adequate or to provide only
inventory to the serials and not to provide access to their contents. We are
constantly told that we have to think of catalogs of the future not as carbon
copies of those of the past, but as tools which go farther than those of today.
This does not mean that we deny the need for an inventory of holdings either
inside the local library or out of it for no library can exist without a
knowledge of what it has and no library can exist today on just its own
holdings. But in many ways, the proliferation of union lists has taken the
time, space and money of the local library to provide inventory functions
rather than retrieval functions. An idea of the number of union lists is given
by William H. Huff as he reviewed the work in serials for the year 1964: "Trie
Union Lists of Serials; A Bibliography compiled by Ruth S. Freitag was
updated [in 1964] . Some idea of the serials explosion may be gained by
comparing the edition published in 1943 which contained 387 entries with the
1964 edition which carries 1,218 citations and makes no claim for
2-b
completeness."
Important as the inventory function has been on the regional, national,
and international level for serials, inventory still does not always result in
"getting it ... without some difficulty, labor and confusion." And as no
library user wants to wait for an interlibrary loan to supply all his urgent
research needs, local libraries have, in recent years, attempted to increase their
serial holdings in various ways from acquisition of the original to receiving
the work in miniaturized, photocopied, or reprinted form.
With this growth of local serial collections have come administrative
changes: library departments have been reorganized to handle the flood and
library records have often been restructured around these organizational
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changes. The study of Dougherty, Wadsworth, and Axman found from a
survey of sixty-nine libraries in 1964, that four typical patterns of library
organization for serial work had developed: 1) serials grouped within
acquisitions with the exception of cataloging which remains the responsibility
of the catalog department, 2) serials unit independent of acquisitions but
cataloging remains within the catalog department, 3) all functions related to
serials work are centralized within one operating unit, and 4) decentralized
serials work and its administration among more than one unit.
For the year 1967, Huff also noted the growth of serial departments in
the ten years previous and the evolving of central serial records and specially
developed serials files along with the organization of "self contained" serial
units.25
The characteristics of the "book" were, it seems, being given due
consideration, but what about the characteristics of the "user" to whom
serials had also presumably become more important? Indeed it has often been
estimated that, at least in some types of libraries, 75 percent or more of the
library use centers around serials. The user's interest is not in serials as serials
but as carriers of the content (or information) which they embody.
Apparently, the content was being given some consideration by indexing
sources outside the local library for Huff comments on the greater in-depth
indexing and abstracting necessary today. And Davinson notes that "the
abstracting journal, which has been the twentieth century attempt to
systematise and organise the flood, now has more examples currently in
production than there were individual periodicals 150 years ago."
Foster Mohrhardt wrote that "Abstracts were originated to provide
scholars with a convenient means for coping with increasing quantities of
publications," but part of the problem for the user becomes apparent in the
next part of Mohrhardt's sentence: "Now abstracts themselves have become
so voluminous that specialized indexes often replace the use of abstracts by
those who need up-to-date and speedy access to publication."
Just because an index exists is no guarantee that it is helpful to all
users. Writing about the problems of the medical libraries along this line,
Pizer, Franz, and Brodman note that: "Published keys to the literature can
hope to break down their subject fields only to the level of the most
widespread needs; they cannot be expected to do demand subject searches on
very specific topics for large numbers of requestors in remote areas. This
specificity is the field of local libraries and information centers." One can
argue that the above writers speak of the medical library, which has its own
specialized problems. This, of course, is true but one must also admit that
medical literature has better bibliographical control than the literature of most
other fields. So what must this say for the control of some of the other
fields?
Many libraries continue to give only inventory control to monographic
series. This is certainly one type of serial where a careful review of local
policy needs to be made. Too often the availability of Library of Congress
cards for the analytical parts of such series is probably the deciding factor
here. Many potentially useful materials can remain hidden away on the shelves
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because of the lack of indexing of the individual item. Some of these series do
not even have the rudimentary internal control which contents notes afford.
Even if the series is eventually analyzed in some printed bibliography, the
bibliographies are often late in appearing and the book may not be available
until such time as its immediate use has long since passed.
Marian Harman noted as long ago as 1953, that "in theory, each
monographic serial should be tested in order to determine whether it is to be
analyzed or not .... A book which would be given 'normal' cataloging if it
did not belong to a series should definitely be analyzed if it is published in a
series."
30
In a 1968 article, Jay E. Daily laments the increasing abandonment of
the idea of analytics indicating that nothing on the subject even appears in
Library Literature after 1963. He advocates the establishment of a cataloging
center for analytics "which could analyze for everyone in several different
ways. If it is wasteful to catalog a book more than once, the waste is
multiplied when analytics are added by each library to the point that
researchers would desire. The only possibility is to create the fund of analytics
in some central information pool to which all cooperating libraries have
immediate random access.' 1
While this kind of center does not seem within our immediate grasp, we
cannot dismiss the idea from our minds nor can we wait to take care of the
immediate problems, if these materials are shown to be needed by our users
today. Naude told us long ago that books are put in our libraries for no other
reason than to be serviceable as need arises. A more recent writer indicates
that "it is not sufficient to procure quantities of books; it is more important
to make them accessible for the purpose of the users and thus to justify the
expenses.' This latter author writes this as he explains a cooperative
program by a number of German libraries to give control to the contents of
periodicals, progress reports, surveys, collected works and Festschriften. This
rather unsophisticated program makes use of catalog cards to distribute the
information on the contents of such publications and the writer suggests that
perhaps one day this program, growing out of local and national needs, may
become international. At another time in my life, I would have thought the
attempt for the catalog to give retrieval control to the contents of books and
serials as an indication of naivety about using the total bibliographical
network of the library. Now, I witness the changing times and become
cognizant of the importance of considering the local situation // no one else is
considering the needs of our users. This is especially so, if it is likely that our
local users have individualized needs for which no general or special agency is
likely to provide. The local tool in the age of networks promises to take on
some new and important functions which may benefit not only its users but
others as well.
Perhaps some day we will finally accept the cataloging done for
monographs on shared and cooperative cataloging ventures; we will prove
Robert D. Desmond wrong when he states that "serials cataloging will
probably be the last bastion of rugged individualism," and then we can give
attention to such needs as are not otherwise being met by centralized services.
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One of the great functions of the catalog is that it gathers in one place
the entries for the works contained in the library. It is a centralized,
systematically arranged instrument made for the particular library. It does not
ordinarily index items not in its collection as do other generalized indexes.
The very proliferation of many indexes during the past has in a way but
fragmented even more the search a user must make. No user knows of even a
fraction of the specialized bibliographical services and "their very number and
specialization are impediments in the sense that no library can acquire them
all nor can an inquirer often make profitable use of them."
3 * Even when
indexing tools are available in large libraries, it has been impossible either to
duplicate them because of space and financial considerations or to place all of
them together in a common indexing section. And yet, in our world, this is a
disservice to the user who, while he becomes more and more specialized, also
looks to other disciplines to study interrelationships. Have we forgotten, then,
in considering the functions of the library and its indexing services, the world
in which we live? In this world "information pours upon us, instantaneously
and continuously. As soon as information is acquired, it is very rapidly
replaced by still newer information. Our electrically-configured world has
forced us to move from the habit of data classification to the mode of pattern
recognition. We can no longer build serially, block-by-block, step-by-step,
because instant communication insures that all factors of the environment and
o c
of experience co-exist in a state of active interplay."
I do not believe Marshall McLuhan was speaking of the same kind of
serial building that we are but Gordon Williams was when he wrote:
The sharper segregation of interests into narrower, and therefore more
numerous, specialities has created more interfaces. This, plus the growing
number of records, has made necessary more than guides to the location of
records. It has made necessary guides to the information in the records that
neither the library nor any other agency is yet satisfactorily providing ....
We must recognize and accept the fact that the information needs of
everyone-humanist, scientist, and ordinary citizen-are now substantially
different from what they were a hundred or more years ago, but that the
techniques and organization used by the library to satisfy these needs are
not substantially different from what they were then. More important, they
are fundamentally inadequate to satisfy the present needs. If we are willing
to accept the proposition that the demands for published information and
for records that will enrich people intellectually and emotionally are to be
satisfied by the library, then we must accept the proposition that every
library is responsible for locating and making available to its patrons any
published information they require, a proposition that has not been hitherto
acknowledged.
"^"
THE CATALOG'S ATTEMPT TO SERVE AS A RETRIEVAL DEVICE
FOR SERIAL PUBLICATIONS
We have already spoken of some of the aspects of retrieval for they have
in a way been mixed in with what we called inventory. It is always difficult
to point to the exact time where inventory, finding lists and retrieval
functions of the catalog move from one and become another.
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Shera and Egan indicate that "the conclusion from both experience and
analysis seems inescapable that there are two basic functions of the catalog
that are of outstanding importance: (1) accurate and speedy determination of
whether or not an item known by author or title is in the collection, and, if
so, of where it may be found; and (2) what materials the library contains
upon a given subject and where they may be found.'
A good deal more attention has been paid in literature, and in libraries,
too, as far as both monographs and serials are concerned, to the first
role locating author-title entries in the catalog. In certain kinds of libraries
and catalogs these are the only point of access as far as serials are concerned.
And so this paper will concentrate on those aspects, too.
In order that we may carry out the function of the author-title catalog,
we put into a code certain agreed-upon standardized practices. A code helps
us determine ways of accomplishing what we have set up as things that we
want the catalog to do. A code is not a manual. It is not a how-to-do-it book,
but it helps us carry out the purposes for the construction of a catalog which
have been previously designated. It does not give ready-made answers because
the problems presented by the materials themselves vary from book to book.
But the code does set before us certain common situations which occur
frequently and provides some means of making entries uniform for these
situations. There is, of course, room for the use of judgement by the cataloger
and there is nothing binding upon the library to follow a code; however,
whenever cooperation among libraries is desired, standardization also becomes
desirable.
In our codes as they have developed throughout the years, we seem to
have been evolving toward two things: 1) the development of a theory of
cataloging, and 2) the development of means to achieve cooperation or
standardization.
Modern cataloging codes are assumed to have been born with Anthony
Panizzi's 91 Rules for the compilation of the catalog issued in 1841 in The
Catalogue of Printed Books in the British Museum. This code was developed
during the time of a great controversy as to whether the catalog was to be an
author or a classed catalog. Although Panizzi was on the side of the author
catalog, the influence of the classified arrangement held over even into the
rules Panizzi formed for certain kinds of publications including the ones with
which we are most interested.
"All acts, memoirs, transactions, journals, minutes &c., of academies,
institutes, associations, universities, or societies learned, scientific, or literary,
by whatever name known or designated, as well as works by various hands,
forming part of a series of volumes edited by any such society, to be
catalogued under the general name 'Academies' and alphabetically entered,
according to the English name of the country and town at which the sittings
of the society are held" in a prescribed order.
The rules continued: "The same rule and arrangement to be followed
for 'Periodical Publications', which are to be cataloged under this general head,
embracing reviews, magazines, newspapers, journals, gazettes, annuals, and all
works of a similar nature, in whatever language and under whatever
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denomination they may be published. The several entries under the last
subdivision to be made in alphabetical order according to the first substantive
occuring in the title." Similar headings were made for almanacs, calendars
and ephemeras. These practices have persisted into recent British Museum
printed catalogs, e.g., if one consulted under the name of the periodical
American Imago, one would find a reference to Periodical Publications
Boston, Massachusetts. The British Museum catalog, then "inventories"
under the form heading Periodical Publications, subdivided by geographical
subdivisions, all periodical (serial) publications published from that place.
Our primary access point is under a form entry. The information it records for
America Imago is as follows.
PERIODICAL PUBLICATION.- Boston, Massachusetts
-The American Imago: A psychoanalytic journal for the arts and
sciences, etc. Boston, 1939- .8.
Wanting vol. 1, no. 2-4; vol. 2, no. 1; vol. 3; vol. 4, no. 1.
Although some kinds of form headings still exist in modern cataloging
codes (even the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules), other author catalogs have
tended to play down the form heading in the way that Panizzi used it.
Instead, catalogs have tended to relegate the points of access by form to
subject entries and to form subdivisions of subject entries. Apparently, there
is still a need to have points of access by form. In a study made in November
1963, at the Yale Medical Library, Brooks and Kilgour note that "location of
a particular form of material (e.g. periodicals of biochemistry, textbooks of
embryology) constitutes a definable group of subject searches."
But has our preoccupation with separate serial records over the past
several decades been in part an attempt to more adequately identify by form,
since in many cases form in the subject entry is relegated to an indirect point
of access through a subdivision? One knows, of course, the major reason for
such serial records, but one also can perhaps sense an "unconscious" reason,
too. Perhaps the use of fixed field coding in formats such as MARC will more
quickly reveal, in the future, the type of publication and the several different
interpretations of form in records. One particular problem with serial
recording at present is the difference in definition accorded to the term
"serials." If the inventory records for serials are separately located, the user is
often confused because many serials are designated as such merely because of
administrative decisions rather than because of a common definition of the
term.
Panizzi's code introduces us to some theory in regard to the making of
catalogs a theory which in many cases is still with us for it influenced the
next important code (Charles C. Jewett's On the Construction of Catalogues
of Libraries). In many ways Jewett was able to implement the ideas of Panizzi
better than even Panizzi had been able to because Jewett did not have the
trustees of the British Museum to constrain him. Jewett's code was born from
the desire for cooperation for he hoped that through cooperative efforts
libraries could share the expense of printing book catalogs. He recognized that
sharing implied some kind of standardization in the rules for entry a fact
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which librarians even today have not always fully recognized. "Minute and
stringent rules," Jewett writes, "become absolutely indispensable, when the
catalogue of each library is, as upon the proposed plan, to form part of a
general catalogue. Uniformity is, then imperative; but, among many laborers,
can only be secured by the adherence of all to rules, embracing, as far as
possible, all details of the work.' He stressed the need for principles to help
solve the problems not directly discussed in his rules. One could only wish
that some later code makers had reread Jewett on this point!
Ruth French Strout acknowledges other accomplishments of Jewett
which we can interpret as being important to serial catalogs: "Jewett extended
the principle of the corporate author further than Panizzi had and entered all
corporate bodies directly under their names without the use of intervening
form headings. He specifically established 'U.S.' as the author of public
documents issued by particular departments, bureaus, or committees .... In
the matter of form headings he departed from Panizzi completely and made
no use of them at all for main entry. All these emendations proved to be
significant and pertinent to the later development of cataloging in this
country."
4
Almost a quarter of a century passed from Jewett to the next set of
important rules those of Charles Ann. The factors shaping the arrangements
of catalogs during that quarter of a century according to Jim Ranz were "the
growing insistence for an approach to the subject content of books, the
difficulty of maintaining up-to-date printed lists of rapidly growing collections,
the development of the public card catalogue, the high costs of preparing and
printing catalogues, and the inadequate funds available to libraries
generally."
4
There is almost a contemporary ring to the situations noted by Ranz,
for one can certainly see some similarities between the last quarter of the
nineteenth century and the last quarter of the twentieth. We are often being
told today that it may be this quarter of the twentieth century which will see
a change in the form of the catalog, too. Just as we have been restudying the
purpose of the catalog so did Cutter include in his code the well known
statement of
"Objects" for the catalog and the statement of "Means" for
accomplishing the objectives. No other widely used Anglo-American code
was to be based on stated objectives (except for descriptive cataloging in the
narrow sense) until 1967. Cutter's code was to be the last code of any kind to
this day to include subjects which may, in part, explain our present
dissatisfaction with subject control for even the attempts of Cutter may have
been less than satisfactory. Lubetzky notes that Cutter's attempt to
incorporate rules for entry of description and subject cataloging was
successful only to the point of making a record which "appeared as little
more than a mere alphabetical interfiling of the author and title entries with
the subject entries rather than involving any interrelation between them."
Since the time of Cutter, as far as codes were concerned, catalogers were
to occupy themselves with descriptive cataloging leaving it to the information
scientists to eventually rediscover subjects "possibly," according to Phylis
Richmond "because librarians have had such difficulty developing a logical
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system for author entry and the subject approach looks deceptively simple in
comparison."
47
Certainly some of this difficulty in developing a logical system for
author entry came from the lack of a statement of principles in the 1908,
1941 and 1949 editions of the ALA rules.
With no principles, rules proliferated arising to meet new types of names
and situations. The displeasure with the ALA rules from the 1908 edition
through the 1949 edition is well known to all who have in any way kept
abreast of the events in cataloging. At the request of the Board on Cataloging
Policy and Research of the A.L.A. Division of Cataloging and Classification,
Seymour Lebetzky, the consultant on bibliographic and cataloging policy at
the Library of Congress prepared Cataloging Rules and Principles; A Critique
of the A.L.A. Rules for Entry and a Proposed Design for their Revision in
1953.
Lubetzky's conclusions contain the seed for the objectives which were
to eventually be embodied in the Statement of Principles of the International
Conference on Cataloguing Principles, and, although never stated in the code
itself, were to underlie the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 1967.
The Statement of Principles adopted at Paris in 1961, applied only to
the choice and form of headings and entry words in catalogs of printed books
in which entries under either authors or titles are combined in one
alphabetical sequence. Although the principles were formed with special
reference to catalogs enumerating the contents of large general libraries, they
would be pertinent to other catalogs and hopefully to other kinds of
bibliographical tools. The Statement indicated also the function of the catalog
as point 2:
2. Functions of the Catalogue
2.1 The catalogue should be an efficient instrument for ascertaining
whether the library contains a particular book specified by
(a) its author and title, or
(b) if the author is not named in the book, its title alone, or
(c) if the author and title are inappropriate or insufficient for identifica-
tion, a suitable substitute for the title; and
2.2 (a) which works by a particular author and
(b) which editions of a particular work are in the library.
"
And so while the long struggle for a theory or a set of principles may
have reached some kind of a goal with these principles, one must ask if they
can be carried out and if they will be recognized and used by libraries. Since
they are not stated or reproduced in the code which is based upon them
(except where the code departs from them), will they be known by the
catalogers who use the code? Will they even have publications in their libraries
which contain the statements? Will they make copies of the principles and
insert them in the proper places in their codes as reminders of the principles
which underlie the code even if they are not printed in the code? Only
individual catalogers can answer these questions. The burden of the past which
carried no principles will have a long-time effect on catalogs that exist and on
catalogers who also still exist. Theory and cooperation have long suffered
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because of the lack of principles. A healthy sign for the future is the relative
ease with which present generations of students accept and apply principles
when they are clear cut and meaningful.
This might be a good time to take a brief over-all look at the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (hereafter referred to as AA). There are a
number of ways in which AA is a departure from earlier codes: 1) While
other American cataloging codes in this century have emphasized specific rules
for various types of publications and various classes of persons and corporate
bodies, the new rules are based upon the IFLA principles mentioned earlier.
2) The choice of entry and construction of heading have been treated as
separate problems except when form subheadings are involved. 3) The choice
of entry has been treated as a problem of determination of authorship
responsibility and there are four general principles applicable here: a) entry
should be under author or principal author when one can be determined,
b) entry should be under editor when there is no author or principal author,
c) entry should be under a compiler named on the title page in the case of
collections of works by various authors, and d) entry should be under title in
the case of other works whose authorship is diffuse, indeterminate, or
unknown.5 4) Construction of heading has been treated as a problem of
name with two subproblems: a) the choice of a particular name and a
particular form of that name and b) the way in which the name should be
presented as a catalog heading. 5) The rules for descriptive cataloging involving
the description of the physical work have been included with rules for entry.
These are based on principles previously stated in the 1949 Rules for
Descriptive Cataloging (RDC). The 1967 rules do not depart substantially from
RDC. Inclusion of descriptive cataloging rules of this nature in a volume with
rules for entry is a return to pre-1949 practice rather than a complete
innovation. 6) The code also contains, as Part II, rules devoted to specific
types of non-book materials in an attempt to provide uniformity of cataloging
practice for this growing area of library resources. 7) Throughout the code,
relevant general rules apply to any aspects of a specific problem that are not
dealt with in a specific rule. The special section on descriptive cataloging for
serials contains only such rules as are not met in the more general sections,
and the rules in Part II are primarily those which are either additional to or
different from those for book-like materials.
WAYS TO ENTER SERIALS IN CATALOGS
The continuing nature of serials gives them long periods of time in
which to affect changes which somehow must be incorporated into the catalog
record. In evolving toward theory and standardization to achieve cooperation
in the cataloging of serial publications, this extended history of the
publications has caused some difficulty. Also causing a problem sometimes is
that a particular library may hold only a part of the run of a particular serial.
These are characteristics of the "book" and these characteristics also lead us
to the two basic problems in determining entries for serials: 1) What should be
the entry of serials (a name or a title)? and 2) When they change their names,
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what should we do about the entry previously formed? We must add to this
the problem of the characteristics of the "user" who usually approaches the
serial from the point of view that it is the carrier of a particular work in
which he is interested. His citation to that work is likely to be the name or
title of the serial at the time the work was first issued in the serial.
There are further problems as to the source for obtaining the data
elements necessary for forming the catalog entry. With books we find that
there are title pages which, while sometimes not giving all the information
needed or giving incorrect information, still are a basic source to rely upon.
This may not be so true with serials, some of which have no title pages. If
they do have title pages, they are not likely to appear at the time the
publication is cataloged, especially if the publication is cataloged from the
first issue. In addition there are often titles other than the title page titles by
which a serial may be known or cited. Added to all of this has been the lack
of guiding principles mentioned earlier for a code as a whole which has meant
that various codes have tried different approaches toward satisfying the rules
for choice and construction of entry for serials.
Cutter treated serial publications as one type of anonymous publication
to be entered under title, but he could not resist the idea of different rules
for different types of serial publications. The ALA rules also emphasized type
of publication and in the 1949 rules a great deal of emphasis seemed placed
upon the arbitrary characteristics of the presence or absence of distinctive
titles.
Since AA tried to avoid special rules for special types of publications,
we might have expected that serials in this code would have been entered
under the general rules for entry. However, this was not the case and AA rule
6 deals with "serials."5 We must admit, however, that there seem to be some
legitimate reasons for this special rule, again partly because of the
characteristics of the "book" and partly too, because of the difficulty of
fitting serials into the pattern for authorship responsibility which underlies AA
unless you understand AA clearly. An author is defined in AA as: "the person
or corporate body chiefly responsible for the creation of the intellectual or
artistic content of the work."52 Michael Gorman is not alone is concluding
that the definition of author "leaves some crucial problems unanswered" and
"though the 1967 . . . rules are firmly based on an author main entry
heading, they lack an explicit adequate definition of an author." Lubetzky
also hints that there is a lack of a proper definition and formulates his own
definition which he feels is a more practical definition of an author: "The
person or corporate body represented as chiefly responsible for the work, i.e.,
the one in whose name the work is issued and who is purportedly responsible
for it whatever the character of the work or the medium containing
it except when one has erroneously, fictitiously, or dubiously been
represented as the author of the work."
5 ^
A. Hugh Chaplin indicates that for serials (and other similar works)
there are no strong consistent traditions among users or catalogers for locating
these items in catalogs but rather a number of separate traditions which group
themselves into two main streams emphasizing two opposing principles: title
entry and author entry.
55
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His ideas seem corroborated by a story related by Derek J. de Solla
Price who notes that "One of the most English anecdotes in scientific
communication concerns a man who wrote a letter to Nature complaining
about that Journal's policy. The reply was 'The Editor of Nature presents his
compliments and fears he is being mistaken for its Author."
Let us see how AA has codified the rules for entry of serials and for
series added entries that are made for monographs in a series, whether the
series is numbered or not:
A. Serials not issued by a corporate body and not of personal authorship.
Enter a serial that is not issued by or under the authority of a corporate
body and is not of personal authorship under its title.
This responds to the fourth general principle of AA for entry: "Entry should
be under title in the case of other works whose authorship is diffuse,
indeterminate, or unknown."58 Another point that should be understood here
is that a corporate body is defined by AA as "any organization or group of
persons that is identified by a name and that acts or may act as an entity."
59
Commercial publishers typically do not bear the responsibility for the
intellectual or artistic content of the works they publish and therefore are not
considered as
"corporate bodies" in the rules.
But the next section of the rule also seems to indicate that there are
other situations where other types of corporate bodies do not function as
authors in serial publications. And this section once again seems unable to
avoid naming types of publications even though the intention had been to the
contrary:
B. Serials issued by a corporate body. 1. Enter a periodical, monographic
serials, or serially published bibliography, index, directory, biographical
dictionary, almanac, or yearbook issued by or under the authority of a
corporate body, under its title with an added entry under the corporate
body.
58
Is there any reason for such a rule? Is this abandoning authorship? Is it a
contrivance to enter under title without naming distinctive titles as the reason
for like entry? "There is one reason, and only one reason," says Lubetzky,
"why a serial, unlike a monograph, could not generally be entered under its
corporate author or personal editor and this is that, because it is 'intended to
be continued indefinitely,' it is subject to change of authorship or
editorship."
60 And so it is the "diffuseness" of the authorship as editorship
which again guides us, rather than the type of publication; the types are
named only to give direction to the cataloger who may not see the principle
which is illustrated.
AA seemingly reverted here to the favorite sport of the earlier ALA
code providing exceptions to the rules, for rule B has this exception: "If the
title (exclusive of the subtitle) includes the name or the abbreviation of the
name of the corporate body, or consists solely of a generic term that requires
the name of the body for adequate identification of the serial, enter it under
the body." Lubetzky's explanation helps here:
Again, looking at some annual reports of libraries, or other "house organs,"
issued under catchy titles, it will also be realized that a serial limited, largely
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or exclusively, to the business or proceedings of a particular body is also
not susceptible to a change of the issuing body, regardless of the character
of the title. Both these conditions-a title including the initials or the full
name of the issuing body, or a contents limited largely to the activities,
business, or proceedings of the issuing body-are rational and practical
reasons for entry of such serials under their issuing bodies as authors or
compilers.
And so now we have had diffuse authorship allowing entry under title as
well as entry under corporate bodies as authors. AA adds a third dimension to
choice of entry for serials:
C. Serials by a personal author. Enter a serial by a personal author under his
name. ^
This new rule seems to be quite consistent withAA 's authorship principles.
Having considered what should be the entry element for serials, we now
turn to the second problem in serial cataloging in regard to entry, i.e., what
should we do when a serial changes names. Since the entry of serials can be
under a name or under a title, the change in name can imply a change in the
name of the author or in the title of the publication (and unfortunately, it is
not uncommon to find that changes occur in both). There are essentially three
ways to handle the problem of change of name in serials.
Cutter introduces us to two the methods, discussing them in rules 133
and 145 in his code. Rule 145 notes that "A periodical which changes its
name is to be entered under each title." Each entry would then have the
imprint that belongs to that title and a note "Preceded by" or "Continued as"
or both, as required. "Or," rule 145 continued, "the periodical may be
catalogued in full under the first title with a note of the changes."
The third method for treating changes in title or issuing body for serials
was to be introduced in the 1908 rules which called for entry under the latest
form with brief entries under the earlier names referring to those which
immediately precede and follow in a note introduced by the phrase "Preceded
by" or "Continued as." The later ALA codes were to call for entry under the
latest title with references from any earlier title or titles under which the
periodical might have been issued. In 1964, the reference became an added
entry to take full advantage of full bibliographic information at each point of
access on the unit card.
The British, in their version of the 1908 rules, continued the tradition
of entry under the earliest title with brief entries under later forms. Entry
under earliest title was used by other bibliographical tools. The British
Union-Catalogue of Periodicals continued to enter under earliest title until
1964 when "in the case of a change of title, a new entry is made for the
change title."
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Because of World War II the British were not able to participate in the
1941 revision to the extent that they had in previous revisions and therefore
not all British libraries adopted the ALA rules codified after the 1908 edition.
In December 1965-January 1966, a survey of the practices and procedures of
Cataloging and Classification in British University Libraries made by Joan
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Friedman and Alan Jeffreys indicated that twenty-eight out of sixty-two
libraries still followed the 1908 rules with seventeen following ALA (1949). In
regard to serials, only thirteen libraries followed the practice of entry under
latest title with eight still following the practice of entry under earliest title.
Over half of the libraries followed the practice of entry under successive titles
as practiced in the main volumes of the World List of Scientific Periodicals.
The successive title method was to return to an American code after an
absence of sixty-three years, for the method of treating changes in AA again
advocates it. But not all libraries have come full circle to successive title
cataloging because a footnote in the new code indicates that the Library of
Congress will catalog each serial as a single bibliographical entity, regardless of
change of title, issuing body, or name of issuing body, with the entry taken
from the latest volume. What it does not say in this footnote is that the
librarians at the Catalog Code Revision Committee asked LC to continue this
practice. I will comment on this later.
The Anglo-American Cataloging Rules continue rule 6 with part
D Change of title, author, or name of corporate body.
1. If the title of a serial changes, if the corporate body under which it
is'" entered changes or undergoes a change of name, or if the person under
whom it is entered ceases to be its author, make a spearate entry for the
issues appearing after the change. ... If the change in title is either of very
short duration or of a very minor character, however, it is simply noted on
the existing entry.
2. If the corporate body accorded an added entry for a serial changes
or undergoes a change of name, make an added entry also under the new
body or the name of the body.^8
It may appear that cataloging under successive titles departs from the
attempt of the Paris Principles to bring together the "works of an author."
However, the Paris Principles themselves advocate successive title entry when
they state: "When a serial publication is issued successively under different
titles, a main entry should be made under each title for the series of issues
bearing that title, with indication of at least the immediately preceding and
succeeding titles.'
Lubetzky explains why the successive title entry can be preferred
without violating the basic underlying principles of bringing together editions
of works:
a) a serial is, in its course of existence, susceptible to a change of scope and
character which makes it in fact a different serial, and the new title may
well signify that such a change has taken place, despite the continued
numbering of the volumes;
b) a serial does not have the organic unity of the monographic work, it is
rather a source of various works, and both the one who cites and the one
who looks for a serial is almost always concerned with the part identified
by a particular title, not the history of the whole serial;
c) this course is technically more suitable to the changing course of the
serial.70
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The pros and cons of this system have been adequately covered in
previous publications, especially in those of F. Bernice Field in "Serial Entry"
a working paper presented at the Institute on Cataloging Code Revision,
Stanford University, July 9-12, 1958, and by Paul S. Dunkin in a working
paper prepared for the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
October 196 1.72 It does not therefore, seem necessary to cover this subject
again except in summary form:
1) Information needed for cataloging a serial is the same whichever
system is used (see Figures 1-3).
2) Realistically, one must admit that no method escapes some kind of
recataloging or change in the record. Even entry under earliest title presumes
that notes will indicate changes in names and that some reference or added
entry will be necessary to direct the user.
3) For earliest or latest title entry only one main entry will appear in
the catalog as opposed to several main entries with successive title cataloging
(see Figure 1). These multiple points of access have their effect upon added
entries, too (see Figures 1, 2, and 5).
While the latest title is "neater" and requires fewer entries in the
catalog, its very lack of duplication of entries, especially in the case of subject
and secondary added entries, may preclude some user finding what he wants.
This may be especially so when entry under title or corporate name is
somewhat arbitrary and the user takes the added entry approach. It is also
true that users do access the catalog for specific titles via subject entries and
therefore, if the title had undergone a change from the title which the user
brings as his clue or information, he will miss the subject entry if the main
entry is other than the title he brings (see Figure 5). The duplication of
entries, which to the economy-minded may save precious catalog space, may
also create problems for the user even to the point of keeping him from
retrieving the item at all.
4) With successive title cataloging, the cataloger catalogs only what he
has. In the case of incomplete sets, he does not try to make an entry covering
what he does not have. If there are extensive gaps in the holdings, the
connections between titles may be lost (although there are always ways to
explain this and some feel that it is really a more "honest" way than that
used in cataloging under the latest title).
5) It is probably the acquisitions librarian who suffers the most by
successive title cataloging because he does not find the full bibliographical
information at any one place that he enters the catalog. He does not need this
full information for every serial in the collection, and so in a sense it is not as
difficult for him to search other bibliographical tools as it is to make all the
needed steps for every serial in the catalog.
6) It is the user who benefits from successive title cataloging. He is more
likely to bring to the catalog the title he has acquired from the citation which
is likely to be the title at the time of publication (see Figure 5).
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Quarterly, Oct. 1925-1934; monthly (except
June-Sept.) 1935-
Published by the California Society for the
Study of Secondary Education, 1925-27; by the
California Society of Secondary Education, 1928-50;
by the California Association of Secondary School
Administrators, 1951-
Title varies; Oct. 1934-De.c. 1960, California
journal of secondary education. -1961- Journal of
secondary education.
1. Education, Secondary Periodicals. I. California
Society for the Study of Secondary Education. //. California
Society of Secondary Education. HI. California Association
of Secondary School Administrators.
Entries would also be needed for the later titles. Like
II and III these could be added entries, however, it is more
likely that they would be references since unit cards would need
to be completely duplicated and would not be available from a
centralized cataloging service. It is of course true that this will
have to be done for added entries II-III but there it is more
difficult to substitute reference as an appropriate entry form.
Underlined portions of the above catalog entry, indicate
additions which would need to be made to the original catalog
entry as changes occur. The quarterly frequency statement would
not be mandatory but could be added for clarity.
FIGURE 1
CATALOGING UNDER EARLIEST TITLE
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Quarterly, Oct. 1925-1934; monthly
(except June-Sept.) 1935-
Published by the California Society
for the Study of Secondary Education,
1925-27; by the California Society of
Secondary Education, 1928-50; by the
California Association of Secondary
School Administrators, 1951-
Title varies; Oct. 1925-June 1934,
California quarterly of secondary education.
Oct. 1934-Dec. 1960, California journal
of secondary education.
1. Education, Secondary Periodicals.
I. California Society for the Study of
Secondary Education. II. California Society
of Secondary Education. III. California
Association of Secondary School Administrators.
IV. Title: California quarterly of secondary
education. V. Title: California journal of
secondary education.
Before 1964, the code called for reference
instead of IV-V.
FIGURE 2
CATALOGING UNDER LATEST TITLE
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California quarterly of secondary education,
v. 1-9; Oct. 1925-June 1934. Berkeley, Calif.
9v. 25cm.
Published by the California Society for the
Study of Secondary Education, 1925-27; by the
California Society of Secondary Education, 1928-34.
Continued by California journal of secondary iucation.
1. Education, Secondary Periodicals. I.California
Society for the Study of Secondary Education.
II. California Society of Secondary Education.
California journal of secondary education, v. 10-
35; Oct. 1934-Dec. 1960. Berkeley, Calif.
26v. monthly (except June-Sept.) 24cm.
Continues California quarterly of secondary education.
Published by the California Society of Secondary
Education, 1934-50; by the California Association
of Secondary School Administrators, 1951-60.
Continued by the Journal of secondary education.
1. Education, Secondary Periodicals. I. California
Society of Secondary Education. II. California
Association of Secondary School Administrators.
Journal of secondary education, v. 36-
Jan. 1961-
Burlingame, Calif., California Association of
Secondary School Administrators,
v. 24cm. monthly (except June-Sept.)
Continues California journal of secondary education.
1. Education, Secondary Periodicals. I.California
Association of Secondary School Administrators.
FIGURE 3
CATALOGING USING SUCCESSIVE TITLES
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Work of the California curriculum commission. C.B.
Moore. Cal Q. Sec Ed 7:384-5 Je 32
Physical science for art students. T.B. Edwards.
Calif J Sec Ed 25:238-42 Ap 50
Diploma in education: what is it? G.S.C. Cheong
J Sec Ed 42:363-70 67
FIGURE 4
CITATIONS TO PERIODICAL FROM
EDUCATION INDEX SHOWING USE
OF TITLE OF PUBLICATION AT
TIME OF CITATION.









L'Enseignement secondare au Canada
Gymnasial-Zeitung








Kentuchy high school quarterly
FIGURE 5
SELECTED TITLES IN CATALOG UNDER SUBJECT HEADING
APPLICABLE ALSO TO PERIODICAL PUBLICATION
UNDER CONSIDERATION ILLUSTRATING WHERE
PERIODICAL ENTRY WOULD OCCUR USING
THE VARIOUS METHODS OF CATALOGING
1 . Entry California quarterly of secondary education would appear at
this point for Cataloging Under Earliest Title. No other entries under
subject heading for this work with this cataloging
2. Entry Journal of secondary education would appear at point for
Cataloging Under Latest Title. No other entries under subject heading
for this work with this cataloging
3. Entry for each of the successive titles appear at the points indicated:
a. California quarterly of secondary education b. California journal of
secondary education c. Journal of secondary education
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CORPORATE HEADINGS AND SERIAL PUBLICATIONS
Since serials and corporate bodies are often involved together, we must
next turn our attention to corporate entries. Cutter acknowledged corporate
authorship because he felt "Bodies of men are to be considered as authors of
works published in their name or by their authority." Cutter also
acknowledged the problems that still are involved with corporate bodies:
1) what are their names, and 2) whether the name or some other word should
constitute the heading. "Local names have always very strong claims to be
headings," says Cutter, "but to enter the publications of all bodies of men
under the places with which the bodies are connected is to push a convenient
practice so far that it becomes inconvenient and leads to many rules entirely
out of harmony with the rest of the catalog."
7
As rules progressed through other codes, code makers were to forget the
sage advice of Cutter on that point and to this day we are plagued by the
entry of "names of bodies" under the "convenient practice" that had been
pushed as far as to become inconvenient and lead to many rules entirely. out
of harmony with the rest of the catalog. It is another current problem in the
cataloging of serials.
By the 1908 rules we find four kinds of corporate bodies capable of
being considered as authors: government publications, societies, institutions
(establishments), and miscellaneous bodies or organizations not provided for
elsewhere. For all of the four kinds
z specifications were names. The stage was
set for problems persisting until today. The problems were further extended in
the 1941 and 1949 rules and were the main impetus for the study of the rules
by Lubetzky in 1953.
Efforts were made to clarify the corporate entry problem in code
revision. That was when the objective was to make the best code possible
without regard to economy. For some time, the efforts seemed as if they
might pay off. After the unexpected ease with which the concept of corporate
authorship was accepted at the IFLA Conference in Paris this seemed
especially possible. For the first time in history, all the major countries in the
world had come to accept corporate authorship. It is hard for Americans who
have struggled with corporate authorship for over one hundred years to realize
that only in the 1950s and 1960s did France, Germany and the Scandinavian
countries come to accept that concept.
Acceptance of corporate authorship as a concept also meant, however,
that for a corporate body to be chosen as an author, real authorship had to
be present. The principles themselves stated that when a corporate body
performed a function subsidiary to the function of author (such as editor),
the entry should be an added entry rather than a main entry. The work of
main entry then, according to the Paris Principles, was to take precedence
when the work is by its nature necessarily the expression of the collective
thought or activity of the corporate body (e.g., official reports, rules and
regulations, manifestoes, programs and records of the results of collective
work), even if signed by a person in the capacity of an officer or servant of
the corporate body or when the wording of the title or title-page, taken in
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conjunction with the nature of the work, clearly implies that the corporate
body is collectively responsible for the content of the work (e.g., serials whose
titles consist of a generic term Bulletins, Transactions, etc. preceded or
followed by the name of a corporate body, and which include some account
of the activities of the body).
As much as American librarians might have wanted to support the Paris
Principles in regard to corporate entries, the principles in this area were found
to be among the most difficult to implement into AA. It was felt that some
of these principles would cause hardships especially in large catalogs of
research libraries which were likely to contain many corporate entries.
Therefore, although the Catalog Code Revision Committee adopted the Paris
Principles in 1962, they did so with some qualifications. Shortly thereafter,
the Library of Congress made an extensive study of the theoretical merits of
the Principles and of the extent of changes that would be necessary if the
Principles were retrospectively applied. The Association of Research Libraries
too, soon recommended that the Catalog Code Revision Committee reconsider
certain provisions of the Principles. The American dream to have the very best
code possible one based on principles rather than arbitrary rules and one that
could find international agreement was therefore once again shattered by the
large libraries and the desire for economy that sees only the accumulations of
the past and present rather than a show of faith in the premise.
Two of the principles affected pertained to serial publications issued by
a corporate body. The one we have referred to already that main entry
should be under the name of a corporate body when the wording of the title
or title-page taken in conjunction with the nature of the work, clearly implies
that the corporate body is collectively responsible for the content of the
work. These included serials whose titles consisted of a generic term (Bulletin,
Transactions, etc.) preceded or followed by the name of a corporate body,
and which include some account of the activities of a body. The other rule
held that among the works having their main entry under title were works
known primarily or conventionally by title rather than by the name of the
author.
The introduction to the Anglo-American Cataloging Code states the
reason for the departure: "In its rules for serials (rule 6) the Committee held
that the inclusion in the title of a serial of the name or part of the name of
the issuing corporate body is too powerful a criterion to be nullified when, in
unusual cases, no account of the activities of the body is included in the
publication. It also held that 'known primarily or conventionally by title' is
too vague a criterion."
But the biggest departure to come from the Paris Principles was on the
very point that had caused the most difficulty in application in the ALA
codes the problem of entry under place for corporate bodies. The Paris
Principles (9.4) called for uniform entry under the name of a corporate body
to be the name by which the body is most frequently identified in its
publications. The Principles indicated exceptions to take care of variant
names, names in several languages, conventional titles, etc., but generally a
corporate body should be known by its name as presented in its publications.
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The infamous rules 98 and 99 in the AA exempted local churches, etc.,
and certain other corporate bodies from entry under name and made an
"exception for entry under place." A footnote told the unhappy reason for
this exception: "These exceptions are required primarily by the economic
circumstances obtaining in many American research libraries. The cost of
adapting very large existing catalogs to the provisions of the general rules for
corporate bodies without such exceptions is considered to be
insupportable."
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The introduction perhaps more truthfully told the sad story of these
decisions: "They have the effect of greatly reducing the impact of the Paris
Principles on existing catalogs which are heavily infused with entries for
corporate bodies under place names in accordance with all preceding
cataloging rules."
7
They, of course, also had the impact of reducing the
impact of the code on such libraries as may have wanted a better code and
had been willing to pay the price for changing the arbitrary entry to one
based on principles. Later on, the Library of Congress introduced
superimposition so perhaps we could have avoided rules 98 and 99 after all.
Superimposition means "that the rules for choice of entry will be applied only
to works that are new to the Library and that the rules for headings will be
applied only to persons and corporate bodies that are being established for the
first time."
In the days of international cooperation it must be noted, too, that even
though we have a new Anglo-American code, there are basic departures
between the
"Anglos" and the "Americans." One such departure related to
rules 98 and 99 which the British committee did not include in their rules,
choosing instead to enter all corporate bodies under their names. "Any bodies
with the same name," says Michael Gorman, "can be distinguished adequately
by the addition of a geographic or other qualification .... This decision not
to weaken the rules by arbitrary exceptions is a good one and will make the
British text more effective, in dealing with corporate bodies, than the North
American text."7 I am inclined to agree with Gorman, and if large libraries
are unhappy with this state of affairs brought about by 98 and 99, they must
accept the burden of their own decisions on this matter. It was they who
weakened the code.
It is rather obvious that the problems of corporate headings have not
all been solved by the new code. Again, it seems that we are trying, because of
our lack of codification of subject and form headings, to force into an author
entry some of the parts of entry which belong elsewhere. As Gorman notes, the
rules will not "clear up the foggy area in most cataloguers' minds, the area that
leads to an inconsistent application of half-understood principles." Again we
have only evolved toward a theory and compromised it to standardization, but
standardization of the past and our own existing catalogs rather than moving
toward the cooperative opportunity that was ours.
BOOK-WORK AGAIN
The catalog is something of a luxury tool it has multiple points of
access and to some who do not define the catalog as a systematic tool, the
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preoccupation with the choice of a main entry or heading seems somewhat
unnecessary in the days of unit cards and in the days of a computer that can
make connections and links inside itself without the user ever knowing
anything about its necessity for making the connections and links. The main
entry was born in the days when unit cards were not used and when printed
catalogs gave the full information only at one point of access (obvious again
today in some book catalogs).
Some of our feeling about this in serial cataloging, no doubt, also
springs from Cutter's philosophy on the matter. Cutter noted in regard to
periodicals that "there are, however, some 'Journals' published by or 'under
the auspices of societies which are really periodicals, and should be so treated
in entry, the society being not the author but the editor. Again, there are
works which occupy a borderland between the two classes, in regard to which
the puzzled cataloger should remember that it is not of much importance
which way he decides, provided he is careful to make all necessary
references."
8
When we perpetuate this idea that the choice of main entry makes
"little difference," we abandon one of the basic tenets in making systematic
catalogs. The introduction to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules explains
the need for a main entry:
Although the rules are oriented to multiple-entry catalogs, it has still
been regarded as necessary to distinguish main entries from added entries.
Since this distinction can be one of the most difficult operations in
cataloging, it may be asked why it is necessary if all requisite entries are
provided in the catalog and, when the unit-card system is used, the
descriptive information on each entry is the same. The necessity persists
because, for one thing, even in multiple-entry catalogs it sometimes happens
that a work, other than the work being cataloged, must be identified by a
single entry-e.g., a work about which the work in hand has been written or
a work on which the work in hand has been based. Beyond this requirement
in the multiple-entry catalog itself is the manifest general need, permeating
all library, bibliographical and book-trade activities, for a standard mode of
identifying bibliographical entries. Such standard identification is of great
importance in single-entry bibliographies, book lists, order lists,
bibliographical citations, and everyday communications referring to
bibliographical entities. By prescribing what shall be the main entry, the
rules respond to this necessity for a standard mode of identifying a work.
They follow the principle, firmly established in modem cataloging and
bibliography, that a work should be specified by its author and title or, if
it lacks an author, by its title.
In a review of the Brasenose Conference on the Automation of
Libraries, Phylis Richmond comments on the confusion between the concept
of main entry and the unit card which she saw evident in the conference
Proceedings:
The fact that the two have been combined in the card catalog apparently
makes it difficult for people to conceive of them as separate entities. With
the computer, as with card catalogs without the unit record approach, it is
possible to use any entry and refer to a separate unit containing the total
bibliographic detail. Theoretically it is possible to have the unit record in
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any form, without main entry, but it is extremely difficult to achieve any
degree of consistency in this manner. For computerized information
retrieval, a slight change in entry from item to item by the same person can
require much recycling by the user unless the input personnel, presumably
catalogers, take pains to make either cross-references to some base form of
entry or between variant forms of the same author or title. In this respect,
X"7
entry under title has little advantage over personal or corporate author.
While there are others who do not hold to this way of thinking, until
they conclusively illustrate that we can in future catalogs locate works as well
as books, we should, especially in large libraries, not give up this capability of
the systematic catalogs.
While "book-work" may at first glance seem to apply more to
monographic than to serial publications, I have already commented several
times upon the need for attention to this distinction. We need to recognize
that serials, too, are translated, appear under different titles even within the
same "book," and are involved in a number of different ways requiring
relational, assembling, and grouping functions. Serials also have other works
written about them. A uniform entry often becomes the filing medium not
only for the main entry but also for assembling functions under other entries.
Using the total bibliographic network of a library (or libraries) implies
for sometime at least, the use of printed union lists. Such tools are likely to
be single entry tools (or at best multiple entry tools only through references).
The better we can achieve uniformity through a common main entry, the
better is the user's chance of success with the tool.
COOPERATION-UNIFORMITY-STANDARDIZATION
Amost 120 years ago Jewett realized that if cooperation was to exist
some codification leading to standardization had to come about. Other
cataloging codes have also recognized this truth. Cooperation and
standardization in cataloging rules since the turn of this century have
depended upon the efforts of the American Library Association and the
Library of Congress. The role of the Library of Congress has increased in
importance throughout the period.
This increasing influence had its start in 1901, when the Library of
Congress began to sell its cataloging services to other libraries. While Cutter's
rules, too, had been the basis of the code used by LC, these rules by
themselves did not long suffice and LC entered actively into the work of
making the 1908 code by contributing the services of an LC staff member,
J.C.M. Hanson, to be the code's editor. Hanson was not the last LC staff
member to contribute this service to a national cataloging code. Seymour
Lebetzky and C. Sumner Spalding will long be remembered for the talents
they lent to the latest code. Both the 1908 code and the 1967 code indicate
methods by which the library of Congress's policy influences that of other
libraries.
From 1908-1930, the 1908 rules were interpreted and expanded by the
Library of Congress. This was done without the participation of ALA.
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During that period, two supplementary guides were issued which
reflected the descriptive cataloging policy of the Library of Congress in
relation to serials. Each was issued in several editions and formed something
of a manual, rather than a code of rules to express the policies of the Library
of Congress to other libraries. These were Mary W. MacNair's Guide to the
Cataloging of Periodicals^ and Harriet Wheeler Pierson's Guide to the
Cataloguing of the Serial Publications of Societies and Institutions. Later
cataloging rules acknowledged the influence of these manuals.
After 1930, ALA and LC cooperated on code revisions for the influence
of LC's decisions could no longer be ignored. Certainly we are today much
more deeply involved with the necessity to consider LC's decisions than we
ever have been before. And Lucile M. Morsch indicates that in the future we
may have to accept LC's decisions for new and revised cataloging rules much
as we did from 1908-1930. As has become obvious, the role of the Library
of Congress has become increasingly important in the area of cataloging
including serial cataloging policies as well as in developing catalog codes and
providing cataloging copy.
"Cooperative cataloging resulting in printed cards has always emphasized
the analyzing of serial publications."
86 stated the 1944 Cooperative
Cataloging Manual. The history of such aspects of cooperation had dated back
to the 1880s with cooperative efforts initiated by the ALA Publishing
Section. Beginning in 1900, the U.S. Department of Agriculture Library
distributed its analytic cards for its departmental serial publication without
charge to agricultural colleges and experiment stations.
Even after LC began to supply its cards to subscribing libraries, the
Publishing Board (a change in name) continued publishing and distributing
catalog cards for a considerable number of serials and sets; this continued
until 1919. At that time, "H. W. Wilson offered to take over the indexinjg of
these publications and incorporate it in the Reader's Guide Supplement.
'*'
As mentioned earlier, a Cooperative Cataloging Manual had become
necessary by 1944, to achieve uniformity in certain details of cataloging
practices in regard especially to entry.
When Title IIC of the Higher Education Act of 1965 produced shared
cataloging as part of its plans (related only to monographs), it too
de-emphasized the role of descriptive cataloging of the book itself by
accepting that from the national bibliographies while still holding it necessary
to establish headings (all direct points of access, in fact). However, although
this is likely to eventually cause the end of most cooperative cataloging, we
cannot de-emphasize the effect cooperative cataloging has had on rules.
Shared cataloging has, like many cooperative programs either aligned or
non-aligned with the national programs, benefited monographic cataloging
more than serial cataloging. Even some of our cooperative tools include only
selected cataloging helps for serials. The post-1956 National Union Catalog
(NUC) includes serials represented by LC printed cards but not those of other
libraries. Serials first published in 1950 or later are listed in the New Serial
Titles (NST), "to which bibliography the user is referred."
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Therefore, since the cooperative cataloging copy for serial publications
for the nation seems to depend, for newer titles, upon LC, it has become
imperative for LC to get this cataloging information to other libraries of the
country as soon as possible. In the past, this has worked better for
monographs than it has for serials because of LC's policy of waiting until a
serial was bound rather than cataloging it from the first issue. In some cases
this delayed cataloging for years. Not only did this impede the cataloging
copy's reaching NUC but it also seems to have had an effect upon the form of
entry in New Serial Titles. While the Descriptive Catalog Division prepared
entries for NUC until May 1968, entries for NST were prepared either by the
Serial Record Division or by contributing libraries. Although the Descriptive
Cataloging Division had issued rules for supplying entries to NST, entries
established earlier did not always correspond to those which were later
established by the Descriptive Cataloging Division.
In May 1968, the serials cataloging activities of LC were consolidated.
The serials section of the Descriptive Cataloging Division was transferred to
the Serial Record Division. In the processing department's Cataloging Service
Bulletin Number 83, dated September 1968, it was announced that many
English-language periodical-type serials were being cataloged from the first
issue received rather than from the first bound volume. (By the spring 1969
issue of Library Resources & Technical Services it was indicated that this had
extended to
"English, Germanic, Romance, Slavic, and Far Eastern Language
periodical-type serials."
91 The September 1968 memo indicated that the
practice would be extended to all English-language serials and eventually to all
serials of this type as rapidly as possible. The conclusion made in the memo
was obvious: "This should mean that catalog cards for periodicals will
gradually become available in many cases years before they would have been
available in the past.' In the cursory survey that I have recently been
making of currently received proofslips, it has been gratifying to note the
number of 1969 dates which now appear in the holdings statements of
periodical catalog entries. This could not have been a reality without a
realization by LC of the need to change its policy to help the other libraries
of the nation. There should also be an appreciable effect in NST and result in
the establishment of entries more consistent with cataloging practice in NUC
and on LC printed cards.
It must be recalled at this point that the Catalog Code Revision
Committee had requested that the Library of Congress continue cataloging
under the latest title for serials which had changed title. This was done in the
belief that there needed to be represented in one place, NUC, the complete
history of a serial (or a complete a history as LC's holdings would allow).
Even though the local library might itself use successive title cataloging, it was
felt this full information under latest title would be a help to them. Since no
other library's entries for newly cataloged serials are in NUC, only LC could
perform this service. What the Committee does not seem to have realized is
that it is quite likely this decision, because of availability of prepared
cataloging copy and printed cards under the latest title, would perpetuate the
practice as it has existed in the past and impede the change to successive title
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cataloging. So while the rules prefer successive title cataloging, the national
cataloging service follows the policy of entry under latest title.
With the announcement in September 1968 of the new policy in regard
to more immediate cataloging copy for serials, came another one bearing not
quite such good tidings. It announced that the recataloging and reprinting of
cards to reflect changes in serials will be discontinued except if LC is able to
recatalog titles that have ceased publication. Such changes as occur would,
however, continue to be announced in the "Changes in Serials" section of
New Serial Titles. The Library of Congress would make interim entries for the
serials with such changes in its own catalogs. However, since these entries
would not include the bibliographical detail called for by the cataloging rules,
they would not meet the LC's standard for publication and cards would not,
therefore, be printed for sale.
The best laid plans of Catalog Code Revision Committee members have
seemingly gone amiss as far as finding a "neat" entry in NUC is concerned.
Although NST will reveal the changes as they occur, this may not be quite the
same kind of data as might be found in a catalog entry and one's search must
be structured between two tools instead of one. The interim entries seem in
essence to amount to successive title cataloging but these entries will, of
course, be reflected only in LC's card catalogs.
A letter from William J. Welsh, director of the processing department,
dated September 5, 1969, further explains: "When entries are closed, when
changes are relatively easy to determine and describe, or when, for other
reasons, it seems wise or necessary to do so, the Library of Congress will, as
in the past, print or reprint a card giving all of the changes undergone by a
particular serial. The entries on those printed cards will be under the latest
title."
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Hopefully from these several administrative changes at LC, we can
expect more cataloging help in the future than we have had in the past for at
least new titles of serials, but the problems of differences in entry for
retrospective cataloging will undoubtedly persist. The National Union Catalog,
Pre-1956 Imprints includes in its introduction an explanation of the problems
it has encountered with serial entries. Again some of these come because
some libraries have followed successive title cataloging while others have not.
HOPES FOR "GETTING IT ..." IN THE FUTURE
The September 5, 1969, letter from William J. Welsh mentioned earlier
indicated that "the Library of Congress is planning to put serial information
into the MARC data bank in the future." Serials; A MARC Format was
issued as a working document by the Library of Congress Information
Systems Office in August 1969.
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It should be understood that MARC II is a
communications format and as such is a standard for communication of
records on magnetic tape and not a standardization of bibliographical records
for local files. The MARC format is based on the more general USA Standard
for a Format for Bibliographic Information Interchange on Magnetic Tape.
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There is no intent in either format for defining the content of individual
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records. Rather, these are attempts to define a generalized structure which can
be used to transmit records on magnetic tape between systems. MARC does
not, therefore, solve the problem -of standardization of records. It has, of
course, been the popular sport of the past decade to pass all local problems to
the mythical "in-basket" of one's brain labeled "Waiting for solutions until
the computer arrives." Many fears about the computer are unfounded; dreams
of its potential do not "automatically" become realities without some sort of
help from the human components. As Donald V. Black and Earl A. Farley
have reminded us, "It is rather important for all of us who are interested in,
and working at, library automation to recognize that a library, either now or
of the future, is not made up of individual displays, computers, facts,
librarians, books, etc., but a combination of these." It's not too early to
start preparing for the days that lie ahead when things will change. To
paraphrase Charley Brown's Lucy, "Good heavens, I should hope so!"
Certainly many of our problems today come from physical and external
elements as from the linear mode by which we display our holdings in
catalogs. C.D. Gull explains it this way: "Many cataloging decisions in the past
have been based on the necessity of economy in the creation, operation and
maintenance of large dictionary catalogs. The introduction of the computer
into cataloging has reduced the need for this kind of economy and will permit
greater attention to the needs of users of the catalogs and indexes by allowing
an increase in the number of access points with increased depth of
indexing."
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There we are back once more to that user! No doubt in our changing
world, he will require both uniformity and flexibility from the records of the
future. In the past we have thought of uniformity and flexibility as being
almost diametrically opposing goals can we perhaps in the future live in "the
best of two worlds?" Stanley D. Truelson, Jr., writes that needs for local
adaptations are "not merely an illusion of perfectionist members of the
library profession" but are "sometimes a genuine need, and means must exist
to meet it."99
What is required, therefore, is a feedback method whereby essential
corrections to the standard record may be proposed by any user, reviewed by
a coordinator of some kind, and acted upon when appropriate in order to give
all users the benefit of the needed changes. In the national on-line
computerized system which we may have in the future, such updating should
be fairly painless. But, for the present, it is very difficult to erase the entry in
published catalog or printed card and notify all who used the earlier version
of the changes. This is one reason why advances in computer storage and
distribution of cataloging data are important-indeed,essential-to the solution
of the major problem of descriptive cataloging, our present inability to obtain
and use a standard cataloging record which is satisfactory. The fact that
computers may soon tackle this storage and distribution job, including
updating where needed, is the bright ray of hope ahead in this field.
In this paper we have been thinking about the attempt of serial
cataloging to provide means for "Getting it if you want it without labor,
without difficulty, without confusion." Evolving toward the goal has required
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years of searching for theory and cooperation, neither of which has yet been
fully attained although a number of codes and programs have aimed for that
goal. Perhaps Michael Gorman has given us a reason why the goal has never
been attained in the past. He indicated that the use made of the catalog,
which is the most vital aspect of cataloging theory and practice, remains
largely unexamined. "Until the aim of catalogue construction has been clearly
stated on the basis of objective and accurate surveys of catalogue use, all
cataloging theory will remain unscientific and open to doubt."
1
Perhaps
studies now underway and those promised for the future will help us
scientifically approach this problem. If so, then, perhaps we really will, by the
end of the century, witness the library able to, as Frederick G. Kilgour
suggests, "organize the information it contains of interest to a particular user
for use by that particular user' and at the same time serve as part of an
international network. Then the goal of "Getting it if you want it" for all
kinds of works will have become more of a reality than it is today.
There is little we can do about the past but to learn from it. The
present calls for renewed efforts to work toward the goals of the future. The
future promises to provide an interesting time for all of us if we seize upon
the potentialities that lie ahead. "May you live in interesting times" is said to
be an old Chinese curse. For us it may be a twentieth century privilege. The
best of interesting times for "getting it if you want it without labor, without
difficulty, without confusion" seems yet to be, but certainly most of those
who may be privileged to bring it about may not be able to do so "without
some labor, difficulty and confusion." Those responsible for these changes will
not only live in, but participate in interesting times!
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